MANUFACTURING MOBILE
To confirm and load in production manufacturing orders it is even easier,
thanks to Manufacturing Mobile module and a convenient handled mobile
device
Manufacturing Mobile module is designed to quickly confirm and load
in production the last phase of a manufacturing order, only for internal
processing.
Thanks to the mobile device, you can integrate the logic flows of your
production processes with the flexibility and convenience of this tool.
When a Manufacturing Order is launched by the server, it is
automatically transmitted to the device.
Through the Production Loading function it is possible to confirm
Manufacturing Orders at the end of production processing.
After confirmation, you can choose whether to close the order or leave
it open for possible later confirmations.
Additionally, Mago4 Manufacturing Mobile module also manages the
Production Reorder procedure.
Depending on the customizations you choose, the confirmation can
concern all aspects of the orders or just some of them (only the
produced quantity and not the time, only the item loaded as a finished
product and not the scrap or the second choice item, etc.).
At the end of confirmations, Mago4 synchronizes with the server, that
starts to post all the information in the orders, generate the related
inventory entries, close the completed orders and send again new
Transfer Orders to the device, for the orders still open.

Thanks to the Monitor Manufacturing
Mobile tool, you can always check the
status of Transfer Orders sent to the
device and perform any maintenance
operations in case of errors and
oversights (delete any action, force
actions failed, execute pending
actions, etc.)

STRENGTHS

INTEGRATED

Integration with Manufacturing Base and Advanced.

RELIABLE

The module respects the confirmation and loading
production logics, concerning Lots, second choice products
and scrap, variants and setup times.
Constant monitoring of Transfer Orders synchronizations.

FLEXIBLE

Designed to suit your needs.
The choices characterizing traditional confirmations are
maintained server-side.

CUSTOMIZABLE

Possibility to edit the data entries.
Choose the data that you want to display.
Define mandatory or optional compilations.

THE SOLUTION FOR EVERYONE,
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
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For up-to-date information,
system and technical requirements
visit www.mago-erp.com

01. Mobile device windows configuration
02. Manufacturing mobile monitor

Mago4 is available in 3 Editions to meet the real needs of all SMEs.
Manufacturing mobile module is available for Professional
and Enterprise Full Editions.
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